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 April 2021  Maternal and Child Health Month 

Nostalgic Notes 

I am planning to do my best to enjoy the three-day lockdown and catch up on my many chores. I hope you all 
can do the same. I look forward to seeing you all on Thursday 8th, since we have had to cancel the meeting this 
week. 

Thank you to the members who provided the BBQ for the Science Festival on Saturday 27th March. I have heard 
that the number of patrons was somewhat fewer than expected, and I know that can be disappointing. 
Nevertheless, you fulfilled our commitment for the event. So, again, thank you. 

The team that visited Ballandean had an enjoyable time. Barry did a fine job organising the adventure. The 
accommodation at Vineyard Cottages was very comfortable, and our hosts Simon and Errol were very helpful. I 
would stay there again.  We tested wines at several wineries in the district. Some of the team went for walks in 
Girraween National Park and there were many flowing streams following the recent heavy rain. Joelle and Craig 
have posted many photos of the week-end activities on Facebook. 

I have an ancestral connection to the Stanthorpe region. My father grew up on an orchard that my grandfather 
operated in Glen Aplin, during the 1920s.  My dad told me that, as a teenager, he went into ‘partnership’ with a 
friend of similar age. The operation was intended to hunt rabbits as there was a bounty offered by the 
government. Dad had a blue cattle dog, creatively named ‘Blue’. The partner had two greyhounds. Within 
months, dad had dissolved the partnership because Blue could catch twice as many rabbits as the two 
greyhounds, together.  On one occasion, Blue apparently caught a large jack rabbit by the rump and was dis-
inclined to release it, to effect a more terminal bite, as that would mean another chase. The dog took its prey 
into the nearby Severn River and drowned it. 

While I was up there, I was able to find, again, the house 
where my grand-father and his family lived. 

I also took a photo of the Stanthorpe Post Office, built by 
my great-grand-father in 1901. The building is 120 years 
old and still very sound. I am aware of other buildings in 
Brisbane that he constructed.  

Make an appointment for the Astra-Zeneca vaccination 
soon. I have had no undesirable side effects, in more than 
one week. The site was vaguely tender for a few days.  
Happy Lock-down! And Happy Easter too. 

Ross 

 Meetings 

Next Combined Board and Community Service Meeting:  
Tuesday, April 12 at 7.30 pm at Lillian’s Place, Nyrang 
Street, Carina 
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    Duty Roster 

      

                                       

  District Events 

Date Event  

10 & 11 
April 

District 9620 President Elect 
Training (PETS)  
This year it will be an on-line 
experience over two mornings.  
 

Saturday  
17 April 

Multicultural Family Fun Day 
Hosted by Districts 9630 & 9600 
Venue: McCaskie Park, Kelvin Grove 
Time: 9am – 3pm 
A celebration of Rotary’s 100 years in 
Australia & New Zealand. 
 

30 April The closing date for District Grants. 
 

3rd -10th  
July 

RYLA Camp 
A week-long personal development 
and leadership program for 18 – 28 
year-olds will be at Camp Duckadang, 
Linville. 
 

Club Events 
Date 

 
Event 

Saturday, 
24 April 

Community Planting Day  
Venue: Minnippi Parklands 
Time: 8.30 -10.30 
There are 600 trees to be planted! 
 

Saturday, 
22 May 

Community Planting Day 
Venue: Joe Bradfield Centre Park, Carina 
Time: 9.00 -10.30 
 

Monday, 10 
May 

Parliament House Tour 
Steve Minnikin MP, Member for 
Chatsworth, has invited our club to 
visit Parliament House at 6pm. 
See the Blue Folder to nominate. 
 

Sunday, 16 
May 

Brisbane Kite Festival 
Planning meetings are underway. 
 

Saturday, 
26 June 

RCC Changeover Night 
 

Saturday, 
10 July 

Scottish Night 
Planning is in progress. 

        Date Chairperson Duty 
Officer 

Duty Officer 
(Back Up) 

1  
April 

Graeme 
Weatherley 

Arch 
Downie 

Craig  
McCallum 

8  
April 

Robin 
Gilfillan 

Ian Ireland 
(Doug to 

assist) 

Patrick 
Sherry 

15 
April 

Patrick 
Sherry 

George 
Kambouris 

Marie 
Turner 

22 
April 

Gerard 
Briody 

Ross 
Gamble 

Paul Ryan 

29 
April 

Kel  
Cotter 

Theo 
Haaima 

Arch 
Downie 

      Date Speaker 

1  
April 

Induction, Selected Members to speak 
on  ‘Why I joined Rotary Carindale’ 
Postponed due to COVID lockdown. 
 

8  
April 

Rod Stone - Qantas Pilot  
Part 2 - All about the Industry from the 
pilot’s view 
 

15 April Cr. Ryan Murphy will bring us up to date 
on what’s happening in the community. 
 

22 April Frank Slater - Former Rotarian.  
His subject is to be advised. 
 

29 April Sergeant David Beard will talk 
about ‘What’s happening at PCYC’ and 
other items of interest in our area. 
 

Happy Birthday for April 

Craig (22nd)  Rebecca (30th) 
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 Gallipoli Medical Research Foundation News 

The page below is from the Autumn Edition of the Tribute, the magazine of the Gallipoli Medical Research 
Foundation.   It is devoted to last year’s Run, Walk or Wheel for Remembrance, which RCC helped sponsor and 
co-ordinate. 
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 Out and About in March 

7 March – BBQ to support the Inclusive Clean Up Australia Day Event 

Mathew Townsend from Nature Freedom had asked for 
RCC’s assistance in providing a BBQ for a Clean Up 
Australia Day event in Carindale Recreation Reserve. 
Robin and Graeme organised all the essentials and ten 
members arrived to cook a sausage sizzle for the adults 
and children who arrived for the 8am start.  

 

 

 

Above: Sandy, Marie, Graeme W, Kaye and Robin getting organised.    

Prior to this photo of Graeme and Ian happily cooking sausages 
(right), a minor catastrophe was averted when a fire developed 
on the gas bottle instead of under the BBQ plate. Luckily Graeme 
lives nearby and has a BBQ, which did the job without incident.   

 

Steve Minnikin MP gave a short speech welcoming 
those present before the volunteers headed off to 
pick up rubbish.  When they returned about an hour 
later, the sausages were ready, and Cr Ryan Murphy 
thanked everyone, adding it was satisfying that 
each year smaller amounts of rubbish are being 
collected from the reserve. 

 

Above: Matthew Townsend speaking to the 
volunteers before they headed off. 

 

 Right: All hands were on deck as volunteers returned. 
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 13 March - Community Working Bee 

Cr Lisa Atwood had organised a Community Working Bee at the old Cannon Hill Bowls Club – now the YMCA.  
With the support of the Rotary Club of Carindale and the Camp Hill Carindale Lions Club, the aim was to freshen 
up the besser brick retaining walls with a coat of paint.  Six RCC members, a contingent of Lions Club members, 
and some members of the community arrived at 7am armed with rollers.  The process worked like clockwork, 
with the longest and highest walls completed just after 8.30am.  

Left: Ross S, Annie, 
Patrick and Craig 
paused for a photo. 

 

 

 

          Right: Not quite a fashion statement! 

          Ross, Sandy, Patrick, Craig and Karen    

          celebrate the end of the job. 

 

 

  Upcoming Community Working Bees 

 

Cr Lisa Atwood has organised a number of Community Working Bees 
over the next few months.  Two are listed in our Club Events on page 2.  
Lisa will provide us with more details closer to the dates.  She is pictured 
right, at the first community event at the Cannon Hill YMCA. When we 
left, Lisa and her family were still painting an outside retaining wall.  Oh, 
to be young! 
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 27 March – Brisbane Catchments Network Science Festival Event 

Doug, who co-ordinated RCC’s effort, has provided a summary of the event. 

On Saturday morning, our Club supported the Science Festival week of activities by providing a BBQ at the B4C 
Sustainability Centre at Wright’s Road, Carindale.  As part of the World Science Festival, B4C had organised a full 
day of activities ranging from workshops to specialised tours.  There were stalls at which experts answered 
questions about the ecology of the local area, the environment, and water and land care. 

Unfortunately, a COVID case was reported just two days prior to this event, and the number of visitors was 
significantly less than expected.  However, we have built a stronger relationship with B4C. Also, the six Club 
members shared a lot of life stories and so built stronger collegiality.   

Below: Marie, Ian, Gerard, Graeme P, Doug and Graeme W during a quiet moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 – 28 March - Ballandean Weekend 

While Doug and his helpers were spreading the Rotary word at Carindale, eight members (some with partners 
in tow) were enjoying a few days on the Granite Belt. Barry had organised accommodation at the Vineyard 
Cottages on the highway at Ballandean, as well as a number of visits to local wineries and cafes.  It wasn’t all 
sipping (as distinct from quaffing) wine and eating … there was time for bush walking in Girraween National 
Park.  Bald Rock Creek, which runs through the park, had more water gushing through it than it has been seen 
for many years.  As there are too many photos for one newsletter, I have selected three to show some of the 
vineyards we visited.  The fourth speaks for itself. 
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Left: Most of the group at Girraween Estate, our 
first stop on Friday afternoon. 

 

Below: Our second ‘port of call’.  Not only did we 
taste wine, but we also ate a pizza dinner in the open 
air, watching an almost full moon rise over 
Girraween National Park. 

 

   

 

 

Left: Saturday afternoon’s wine tasting was at 
Bent Road Vineyard. We had a tour of the wine 
making facilities first, tasting the ‘wine’ at 
various stages of its production. 

 

Right: Joelle, Karen and Warren, and Ross and 
Charmaine spent Saturday morning walking in 
Girraween National Park. Ross pitted his strength 
against the forces of Nature, ensuring the group 
remained safe! 
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 Presidential Pictures 

Left: Ross 
leaving church? 

No … it’s the 
wine tasting 
venue at Bent 
Road. 

Right: After a 
hectic day of 
bush walking 
and wine 
tasting, Ross 
took a short 
nap. 

 

 

 

Rotary Wheels on the Granite Belt 

 

Left: Craig spotted 
the Rotary wheel as 
he hunted for coffee 
in Stanthorpe. 

 

 

Right: I found the 
Rotary wheel on a 
book swap box in 
Warwick. 
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 March Meetings at a Glance 

4 March 

As Chairperson, Paul (right) welcomed Angie’s mother, Graeme Potter and Louisa 
Filius, and artist Tracey Pearse-Sampson to the meeting.  There were reminders 
from Theo about the Kite Festival and the Community Working Bee from Annie. 
Ross S mentioned the Billycart Meeting the previous night, and with a show of 
hands, Saturday 26 June was chosen for the club’s Changeover Night. Robin 
thanked everyone for the ‘wonderful response’ to the Adopt-a-Road event the 
previous Sunday. 

In Paul’s Rotary Moment, he spoke about a walk in the city that had brought Ian’s 
presentation back to his mind.  As he walked through Centenary Place at the lower 
end of Wickham Terrace, he came across a statue of Robert Burns, the Scottish 
poet.  The Burns Club and the Queensland Scottish Association suggested erecting 
the statue in 1888, but it took until 1929 to raise enough funds. Perhaps at our mid-
year Scottish night, Ian will read (and explain) one of Robert Burns’ poems. 

Angie, who joined RCC in early February, was our guest speaker. She presented 
her self-talk in a unique but innovative manner, with significant events in her life 
interwoven with explanations of the memorabilia that she had brought along. 
(left)  Angie said she had great reservations about following the previous week’s 
speaker, as he had swum the English Channel.  She had even thought about 
contacting Sandy to say she wasn’t able to attend!  

The previous night Angie had left the Billycart 
Meeting promptly, ostensibly to prepare her 
presentation.  According to Angie’s story, instead of 
preparing her speech, she found herself going 
through possessions from her early life – some of 

which she had on display to use as prompts. Right: During her presentation, Angie 
brought out a series of ‘costumes’ saying she’d thought about coming as another 
person/character – a cabaret dancer wearing a boa or Cat Woman.  

Angie is an empowerment coach, saying it is fantastic to help people be the best 
version of themselves.  Presently, she works with a wide range of people, including 
a 19-year-old and a 78-year-old. Angie said that often people come with life stories 
filled with regret, but all the things we have done get us to where we are in our lives. 

During question time, Angie told us that she was born in Zimbabwe and lived there until she was 14. As a result 
of her father’s trip to Australia through Rotary, he was offered a job with Mathers by Sir Robert Mathers, and 
the rest is history.   
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 When asked about her previous jobs, Angie said that she had had a few – planning weddings, operating an online 
bridal business, writing a Wedding Essentials Diary, running a singles’ dating company, and becoming a life coach. 
She has a son and daughter and a stepdaughter. Angie will be MIA during the ski season, as she will be in Thredbo 
managing a ski lodge.  In thanking Angie, Paul said it was great for us to learn about her life and where she is 
going. 

11 March 

Left: Our chairperson, Ross G, welcomed artist Tracey Pearce-Sampson and 
Louisa Filius to breakfast. He used the website – 101 Things You Don’t Know about 
Rotary for his Rotary Moment.  Time constraints meant that Ross limited himself 
to speaking about six! It was interesting to learn that Rotary began in Cuba in 
1916, that Frank Borman took the first Rotary club banner into space when he 
orbited the moon in 1968, and that there are two Rotary Clubs in Antarctica.  Also, 
while it is usual for us to call each other by Christian names, in Asian clubs, they 
use nicknames based on occupations or physical characteristics. For example, a 
member named Oxygen manufactured gas, while the nickname Trees was for 
someone in the timber business.  One of our members suggested that Ross S 

could be nicknamed Cavity, while another suggested that it should be McCavity – because of his Scottish links! 

Annie mentioned the Community Working Bee, and Lisa spoke about the Carindale Men’s Walk and Talk group, 
which meets for a 5km walk and networking at Meadowland Park near the dog park each Sunday at 7am.  At 
the end of the walk, the men have a coffee at a nearby café and listen to a guest speaker too. 

As a result of Bill Crane attending our last Wine and Cheese afternoon, Sandy had invited him to be a guest 
speaker because of his extensive knowledge of wine. Bill gave us a quick twenty-minute lesson on how to taste 
wine, which wasn’t easy as there wasn’t any in sight! Bill spoke about looking at the wine’s colour, sniffing it to 
savour the aroma, and swirling the wine in the glass to release the aromas. 

Bill had asked us to download the Wine and Spirit Education Trust App before his presentation. Some had more 
success than others in doing so. In the app, you can record the appearance of the wine 
(pale, medium, deep), its nose (light, medium, pronounced), and the palate (sweetness, 
acidity, tannin alcohol level, body, flavour intensity). There are explanations of the 
terms within the app and a section for recording information about a specific bottle of 
wine – name, country, region, grapes, producer, vintage, and ABV. Bill suggested that 
the group heading to Ballandean try to use it during tastings, adding that the Granite 
Belt wines are quite different from what we are used to. 

After questions about chilling red wines in Queensland and the wisdom of drinking wine 
out of an enamel cup, Angie gave the vote of thanks, (right) asking for a really big round 
of applause for Bill’s ability to talk about wine tasting without having any wine. Bill said 
it was the first time it had happened in over five thousand tastings. 
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 18 March 

Joelle (left) was Chairperson and wished Gerard a Happy St Patrick’s Day (for the 
previous day) and congratulated any Kiwis on New Zealand winning the America’s Cup. 
Her Rotary Moment was to tell us about the history and meaning of the Rotary Wheel. 
The first design was produced in 1905, but a uniform symbol was not adopted until 
1922. The blue and gold colours were added in 1929.   

 

Annie thanked the members who had 
helped paint the retaining walls at the 

Cannon Hill YMCA the previous weekend, and Barry confirmed the 
details for the upcoming Ballandean weekend. Ross showed the 
Certificate of Appreciation he had received (right), which recognised  
RCC’s contribution to the End Polio Now: Countdown to History 
Campaign. 

Our guest speaker was Sergeant Nigel Johns, who began his presentation by stressing the need to protect 
ourselves from identity theft, chiefly by using a Virtual Private Network (VPN), which disguises a person’s online 
identity.  While he cannot promote a particular provider, he mentioned subscribing to one from the US for about 

USD 15 per year. Nigel touched on  Domestic Violence, which has seen a spike in 
the number of incidents reported.  There are ongoing challenges in this area, and 
he said that education, which aims to shape appropriate attitudes towards women 
and violence, plays an important role in changing behaviours.  

Nigel also spoke about the increasingly prevalent problem of unlawful use of a 
motor vehicle, noting that ways of dealing with youth offenders have been in the 
spotlight recently. He said it remained an ongoing problem, as youth offenders and 
gangs have little regard for public safety. Nigel reminded everyone that vehicle 
theft can be prevented by securing  vehicles at home, hiding the car keys, and 
installing security cameras.     Left: Theo thanked Nigel for his presentation. 

25 March 

Right: As Chairperson, I welcomed a big turn-out for breakfast this morning. There were 
several guests – two of Patrick’s friends, artist Tracey Pearse-Sampson, and Graeme and 
Louisa, who will be inducted into RCC next week. In my Rotary Moment, I reminded 
everyone that a year ago, RCC had donated $900 to the Rotary Give Every Child a Future 
Project,  which is one of two Centenary of Rotary projects.  A recent UNICEF Report 
announced that COVID had delayed the project's rollout, but distribution equipment has 
been procured. UNICEF thanked all Rotarians involved in funding the project. 
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 Jas Rawlinson (left) had been our guest speaker twelve months ago, so she only 
gave a brief outline of her childhood, which had involved family violence.  She said 
that reading and writing stories provided a lifeline that kept her going during that 
time. Jas started talking to people about their life stories through her volunteer 
work. She loved being a voice for others and eventually wrote a book, ‘Reasons to 
Live One More Day Every Day: Stories of Triumph from Australians who refused to 
give into darkness’.  She noticed transformations, like inner peace, in the people 
who were putting their stories ‘out there’. 

Jas believes that ordinary people often have the best stories, but they worry that 
they are not qualified to write a book.  Her response is to ask what makes them 

read a book – an author’s qualifications or the story itself? The answer, of 
course, is the story.  She added that most writers have an editing team or 
even a ghost writer.  

There were quite a few questions, particularly about writing family 
histories or stories to pass on to the next generations.  Jas said that 
preserving family history was very important and suggested a website 
rev.com could be helpful. It converts audio and video to text, so recordings 
of stories from older family members can be preserved in another form. 
The website provides the cost and other details. 

Right: Rebecca thanked Jas for her talk, adding that her own family is 
attempting to record important parts of their history. As Rebecca’s father 
writes a diary each day, he is currently supplying information to her 
sister, who is writing his memoirs.   

 

Another fact from Ross G’s List of 101 things you don’t know about Rotary 

Group Singing 

In the early days of Rotary, group singing became a traditional part of Rotary meetings. The custom 
spread to many of the clubs in the United States and is still a popular fellowship activity in the Rotary 
meetings of such diverse countries as Australia, Japan, Nigeria, New Zealand and Canada. Some clubs 
sing a national song as the formal opening of the meeting.  
 
Thank heavens we don’t do that at RCC – although I know that there are people who can ‘hold a tune’ 
having listened to a number of songs performed on Changeover Nights! 

 

 

The Rotary Club of Carindale meets every Thursday morning from 6:45 am to 8:00 am 
at the Belmont Services Bowls Club, 20 Narracott Street, Carina 4152 

 


